BEHIND
THE
PRODUCT
a definitive look at what’s inside

GREAT STYLE MAY NOT SAVE
THE WORLD BUT IT CAN MAKE YOUR DAY.
Style is a visual language that unites creative people
everywhere. At KMS, we use the powerful language
of style to collaborate with our community and collect
ideas - curate - from the most inspiring places in
the world. Runways, urban fashion districts, the streets.
Our products, organized intuitively into START. STYLE.
FINISH. are influenced by the style we see, with input
from our community, and performance delivered by
TRIfinity Technology. Itʼs how we create. How we relate.
Because style unifies us. It might not save the world, but

at the end of the day,

STYLE MATTERS

START. STYLE. FINISH.

It’s been part of our brand DNA for more than 40 years to support your individual style creation. We’ve grouped our products into START. STYLE. FINISH.
because it’s how you create and how you recommend.

START

Prime for the perfect style
in wet or towel-dried hair.

STYLE

Shape, mold, and craft
your style - your creative
tools.

FINISH

Now you can create the styles your clients want and boost your retail business by selling them the KMS products they need - easily and intuitively.

FINISH products help to prolong
or enhance the effect of STYLE
products, with up to 3 day hold,
humidity protection or temporary
color.

BO’S STYLE EQUATION

FINISH.

STYLE.

START.

Her look features STYLECOLOR Vintage Blush,
used full-head to make a statement.

INFINITE
STYLES.
Our assortment is backed by the innovative
TRIfinity Technology, which was developed
to complement START. STYLE. FINISH. in
every style you create.

Why? So style products can adhere evenly
(primes for optimal style creation).
How? START products improve the internal
structure of hair and reduce the negative
charge on the hairʼs surface.

AHA Structure Complex
Alpha Hydroxy Acids (internal) – To create a plumping effect in the hair and
help to internally restructure the hair to make it look and feel healthier.
Cationic conditioning agents (external) – Are positively charged so they
reduce the negative charge on the hair surface so STYLE products adhere
evenly, hair feels softer, you get a better shine, good combability and they
provide anti-frizz.

What? Innovative Shaping Blends

STYLE

JUST 3 STEPS.

START

What? AHA Structure Complex

All KMS products are multi - compatible:
they work best when used as a 3 step
regimen together, and each step benefits
the end style.

Why? So you have a styling product for all
needs — allowing for maximum creativity.

Innovative Shaping Blends
A mixture of ingredients specific to each product’s styling purpose.

How? STYLE products are individually
formulated, so each formula is special to
the style you want to achieve.

Because we are all about style creation, this is the step where technology is
formulated specifically for each style benefit. Dedicated solutions for each
style desired. Intermixable.

FINISH

What? Flexible Sealing Compounds
Why? So you can prolong the effect of styling
products, resulting in a durable and
natural-looking style.
How? FINISH products help to prolong or enhance
the effect of STYLE products, with up to
3 day hold, humidity protection or
temporary color.

Flexible Sealing Compounds
Strong polymers - Strong hold polymers with humidity protection.
Flexible polymers - Re-styleable polymers with humidity protection.
Liquid polymers - Oils that seal and smooth the hair surface with
humidity protection.

ADAPTED FROM THE REGIMEN APPROACH DEVELOPED BY KMS NEARLY 20 YEARS AGO, TRIfinity TECHNOLOGY ENSURES RELIABILITY,
LONGEVITY, AND HIGH PERFORMANCE.
Most importantly, it ensures our products work - in the most effective way possible.

THE KMS GLOBAL STYLE COMMUNITY
Our Global Style Community is the heart of our brand. We’re creatives, unified by the powerful language of style.

• WE FIND INSPIRATION IN THE WORLD
AROUND US AND SHARE THIS INSPIRATION
WITH EACH OTHER.
• WE LOVE INTUITIVE, SIMPLE PRODUCTS.

We come together to create a worldwide network of style to collaborate, learn and grow.

we stay connected online always.
The KMS app is the meeting place for every KMS salon stylist
worldwide. Download it today for a digital copy of this guide,
exclusive product how-to use footage, and to instantly connect
with our Global Style Community.

START products prime for STYLE products: The AHA
Structure complex improves the outside and the inside
of the hair.

START.

MOISTREPAIR Shampoo
what’s so special about it?
• Replenishes moisture
• Repairs damage and reduces breakage
• Helps to restore hair’s natural protective coating

how do I use it?

For all hair types. Lather, rinse, and repeat if necessary.
Follow with conditioner.

what’s in it?

AHA STRUCTURE COMPLEX
• Lactic Acid, Malic Acid - supports internal reconstruction
• Polyquaternium - 7 - evens out the hair’s surface
• 18-MEA - helps to restore hair’s natural surface

what our stylists say
“I recommend this for everyday
use, plus it’s gentle on the scalp.”
- Simon Miller

“It’s one of my favorites because it
restores color brilliance to the hair.”
- Ali Holmes

“This is a really gentle
moisturizer for all clients.“
- Robert Mrosek

START.

MOISTREPAIR Conditioner
what’s so special about it?
• Moisturizes & repairs
• Conditions & de-tangles
• Improves elasticity and manageability

how do I use it?

For normal to thick, coarse hair.
Apply to shampooed hair, leave in for 2 minutes then rinse.

what’s in it?

AHA STRUCTURE COMPLEX
• Lactic Acid - supports internal reconstruction
• Cetrimonium Chloride - evens out the hair’s surface
• 18-MEA - helps to restore hair’s natural surface

what our stylists say
“I love this because it reduces bulk
in thick, coarse, dry hair.”
- Sam Burnett

“I use this on my clients that prefer
a classic rinse out formula.”
- Ali Holmes

“This helps to restore the
natural protective coating on
my clients’ hair.”
- Robert Mrosek

what’s so special about it?
• Gently cleanses and conditions
• Moisturizes stressed hair
• No shampoo needed

how do I use it?

For all hair types. Massage into hair and rinse. No need for an additional shampoo or conditioner.
Use 2-3 pumps.

what’s in it?

AHA STRUCTURE COMPLEX
• Lactic Acid - supports internal reconstruction
• Behenamidopropyl Dimethylamine - evens out the hair’s surface
• 18-MEA - helps to restore hair’s natural surface

what our stylists say
“This is great on hair damaged from
bleach or hot tools.”
- Lori Panarello

“I can travel with one bottle because
it cleans and detangles in one.”
- Ali Holmes

“It’s especially good on natural curls
because they need more care.”
- Robert Mrosek

START.

MOISTREPAIR Cleansing Conditioner

what’s so special about it?
• Instantly de-tangles
• Weightlessly conditions
• Instant moisture & combabililty

how do I use it?

For all hair types.
Spray into towel-dried hair as styling prep and comb through.

what’s in it?

AHA STRUCTURE COMPLEX
• Lactic Acid, Malic Acid - supports internal reconstruction
• Polyquaternium-11 - evens out the hair’s surface
• 18-MEA - helps to restore hair’s natural surface

what our stylists say
“You can spray it only where you need
it & don’t need to rinse it out.”
- Ali Holmes

“I use it everyday as it leaves no
residue or film on the hair.”
- Sam Burnett

“This is great on fine, dry hair as it’s
weightless & has heat protection.”
- Robert Mrosek

START.

MOISTREPAIR Leave-in Conditioner

START.

MOISTREPAIR Revival Creme
what’s so special about it?
• Instantly improves manageability
• Adds body without weight
• Controls static & flyaways

how do I use it?

For all hair types.
Work through towel-dried hair as a styling prep and comb through.

what’s in it?

AHA STRUCTURE COMPLEX
• Lactic Acid - supports internal reconstruction
• Polyquaternium-37 - evens out the hair’s surface
• 18-MEA - helps to restore hair’s natural surface

what our stylists say
“Apply additional product to dried hair
for added moisture without weight.”
- Simon Miller

“It’s perfect for all hair types and you
can never use too much.”
- Robert Mrosek

“This is a must-have for shiny
hair with great body.”
- Ali Holmes

START.

MOISTREPAIR Anti-Breakage Spray
what’s so special about it?

• Conditions and de-tangles
• Strengthens hair that’s prone to breaking, splitting or snapping
• Reduces breakage and split ends

how do I use it?

For all hair types, spray into mid-lengths & ends. You can also apply directly to damaged areas.
Leave in and follow with styling. No need to rinse.

what’s in it?

AHA STRUCTURE COMPLEX
• Lactic Acid - supports internal reconstruction
• Aminopropyl Phenyltrimethicone - evens out the hair’s surface
• 18-MEA - helps to restore hair’s natural surface

what our stylists say

“It’s designed especially for the mid
lengths & ends that are split or broken.”
- Robert Mrosek

“It makes blow drying easier and helps
prevent the hair snagging on the brush.”
- Simon Miller

“It re-strengthens the hair & adds
moisture where you need it most.”
- Ali Holmes

START.

MOISTREPAIR Style Primer
what’s so special about it?

• Re-balances moisture-levels and improves elasticity for easy style-ability
• Repairs the hair’s surface for healthier hair
• Builds a lasting style foundation for up to 7 washes*

how do I use it?

Step 1: Apply KMS Core Reset Spray into towel-dried hair.
Step 2: Apply 10-25ml of the Style Primer into a bowl and apply evenly to the hair using a brush. Leave on 5
minutes then rinse. Prolong the salon result with the 75ml take-home Style Primer.

what’s in it?

AHA STRUCTURE COMPLEX
• Adhesion Matrix - makes it easier for styling polymers to stick to the hair
• 18-MEA - helps to restore hair’s natural surface
• Panthenol - provides moisture

what our stylists say

“My client’s with curly hair
“The take-home products allow my
love this product as it means clients to care for their hair at
less effort with maximum
home and ease their styling issues.”
shine.”
- Ali Holmes
- Sam Burnett		
*With the use of KMS Core Reset Spray and Style Primer

“When used with the KMS Core
Reset Spray, the result lasts up to 7 washes
which is perfect for my clients
in between haircuts.”
- Robert Mrosek
			

START.

TAMEFRIZZ Shampoo
what’s so special about it?
• First step in frizz reduction
• Improves manageability
• Provides up to 100% frizz reduction*

how do I use it?

For all hair types. Lather, then rinse. Repeat if necessary.
Follow with your chosen conditioner.

what’s in it?

AHA STRUCTURE COMPLEX
• Lactic Acid, Malic Acid - supports internal reconstruction
• Polyquaternium-10 - evens out the hair’s surface
• Glycyl Glycine - improves manageability

what our stylists say
“I use this to reduce bulk on thick
coarse hair.”
- Ali Holmes

“I find this improves the hair structure
so the hair is easier to blow dry.”
- Robert Mrosek

* With the use of a TAMEFRIZZ START. STYLE. FINISH. Regime

“It’s part one of my frizz reducing
regime on curls.”
- Sam Burnett

START.

TAMEFRIZZ Conditioner
what’s so special about it?
• De-tangles
• Conditions and smoothes
• Provides frizz reduction

how do I use it?

For all hair types.
Apply to shampooed hair, leave in for 2 minutes then rinse.

what’s in it?

AHA STRUCTURE COMPLEX
• Lactic Acid - supports internal reconstruction
• Cetrimonium Chloride - evens out the hair’s surface
• Glycyl Glycine - improves manageability

what our stylists say
“I find this reduces the bulk in
the hair.”
- Ali Holmes

“I love this because it smoothes the
hair surface and reduces frizz.”
- Lori Panarello

“This helps make hair easier to
manage for my clients.”
- Robert Mrosek

what’s so special about it?
• Moisturizes without weighing curls down
• Creates a base for perfect curls
• Humidity resistant

how do I use it?

For curly hair. Apply to shampooed hair, and leave in.
No need to rinse.

what’s in it?

AHA STRUCTURE COMPLEX
• Lactic Acid - supports internal reconstruction
• Polyquaternium-37 - evens out the hair’s surface
• Glycyl Glycine - improves manageability

what our stylists say
“I use this on my curly clients
because it’s lightweight.”
- Simon Miller

“This detangles and moisturizes the
curls at the same time.”
- Ali Holmes

“This helps reduce the amount curls can
drop and reduces frizz on curly hair.”
- Robert Mrosek

START.

TAMEFRIZZ Curl Leave-In Conditioner

what’s so special about it?

• Works to revive and soften even the most deeply stressed or overworked hair
• Light enough not to weigh down hair, but hydrating enough to tame frizz
• Repairs & protects

how do I use it?

For all hair types. Apply evenly to shampooed hair and leave on 3-5 minutes then rinse.
Great to prep for blow dry.

what’s in it?

AHA STRUCTURE COMPLEX
• Lactic Acid - supports internal reconstruction
• Stearoxypropyl Dimethylamine - evens out the hair’s surface
• Glycyl Glycine - improves manageability

what our stylists say
“This works to revive even the
most deeply stressed or
overworked hair..“
- Simon Miller

“I find this has an intense taming
effect on frizzy, dry hair.”
- Ali Holmes

“This has a care level that can
be increased with frequency of
use and by applying heat from
a climazone or hot towel.”
- Robert Mrosek

START.

TAMEFRIZZ Smoothing Reconstructor

START.

TAMEFRIZZ Style Primer
what’s so special about it?

• Deeply nourishes and smoothes unruly, frizzy hair for easy style-ability
• Intensely restores stressed hair, for better control and de-tangling
• Builds a lasting style foundation for up to 7 washes*

how do I use it?

Step 1: Apply KMS Core Reset Spray into towel-dried hair.
Step 2: Apply 10-25ml of the Style Primer into a bowl and apply evenly to the hair using a brush. Leave on 5
minutes then rinse. Prolong the salon result with the 75ml take-home Style Primer.

what’s in it?

AHA STRUCTURE COMPLEX
• Adhesion Matrix - makes it easier for styling polymers to stick to the hair
• Babassu-Oil - known for smoothness
• Glycyl Glycine - improves manageability

what our stylists say
“This is the ultimate product for my
clients who have frizzy, unruly hair
but want smooth, shiny hair.”
- Simon Miller
*With the use of KMS Core Reset Spray and Style Primer

“This is taking priming the hair for
styling to a whole new level.”
- Sam Burnett

“The Style Primers allow me to find
tailormade solutions for my clients
depending on their hair structure
and needs.”
- Lori Panarello

START.

COLORVITALITY Shampoo
what’s so special about it?

• Maintains color up to 3 times longer*
• Seals in color and preserves vibrancy of color-treated hair
• Restores radiance

how do I use it?

For all hair types. Lather, rinse, and repeat if necessary.
Follow with conditioner.

what’s in it?

AHA STRUCTURE COMPLEX
• Lactic Acid, Malic Acid - supports internal reconstruction
• Polyquaternium-6 - evens out the hair’s surface
• Bis-Isobutyl PEG/PPG-20/35 Amodimethicone Copolymer - reduces color fading

what our stylists say

“The formula is amazing. The foam feels
rich and the wet hair feels much more
cared for. Plus the de-tangling is amazing.”
		
- Sam Burnett

“This keeps color vibrant,
especially reds.”
- Ali Holmes

“I like that this protects color, whether
you’re in the sun or the smog.”
- Simon Miller

*Three times longer than products without COLORVITALITY procolor shield, with the use of COLORVITALITY Shampoo and Conditioner.

START.

COLORVITALITY Conditioner
what’s so special about it?
• Maintains color up to 3 times longer*
• Moisturizes
• Restores radiance to color-treated hair

how do I use it?

For all hair types.
Apply to shampooed hair, leave in for 2 minutes then rinse.

what’s in it?

AHA STRUCTURE COMPLEX
• Lactic Acid - supports internal reconstruction
• Behentrimonium Chloride - evens out the hair’s surface
• Silicone Quaternium-22 - reduces color fading

what our stylists say
“This adds moisture to colored hair.”
- Robert Mrosek

“It helps stop the colors fading & stops
color washout.”
- Sam Burnett

“It’s a great de-tangler.”
- Ali Holmes

*Three times longer than products without COLORVITALITY procolor shield, with the use of COLORVITALITY Shampoo and Conditioner.

what’s so special about it?

• Illuminates blondes and fights yellowing of lightened, highlighted, natural blonde, grey or white
hair just after one use
• Restores radiance

how do I use it?

For all hair types. Lather, rinse, and repeat if necessary.
Follow with your chosen conditioner.

what’s in it?

AHA STRUCTURE COMPLEX
• Lactic Acid, Malic Acid - supports internal reconstruction
• Polyquaternium-6 - evens out the hair’s surface
• HC Blue No.12 - blue direct dye to counteract yellowing

what our stylists say
“My clients love the fact
“This shampoo really revives
“It’s great at reducing yellowing,
that it’s calming for the scalp.” natural or color-treated blonde
especially for my older clients
- Sam Burnett
tones.”
with grey or white hair.”
				 - Robert Mrosek
- Ali Holmes
				
				
			

START.

COLORVITALITY Blonde Shampoo

what’s so special about it?

START.

COLORVITALITY Blonde Conditioner

• Illuminates blondes and fights yellowing of lightened, highlighted, natural blonde, grey or white hair just after one use
• Moisturizes
• Repairs damage

how do I use it?

For all hair types.
Apply to shampooed hair, leave in for 2 minutes then rinse.

what’s in it?

AHA STRUCTURE COMPLEX
• Lactic Acid - supports internal reconstruction
• Cetrimonium Chloride - evens out the hair’s surface
• HC Blue No.12 - blue direct dye to counteract yellowing

what our stylists say
“This conditioner is caring like a
treatment, but doesn’t weigh the
hair down.”
- Sam Burnett

“It has a really high care level
without weight. Plus if I leave
it on longer, I get more of a
care effect.”
- Robert Mrosek

“I love this for moisturizing &
de-tangling fine blonde hair.”
- Simon Miller

what’s so special about it?

• Removes build up from hair products, minerals, pollutants and hard water
• Gentle enough for daily use
• Leaves hair clean and healthy looking

how do I use it?

For all hair types. Lather, rinse, and repeat if necessary.
Follow with your chosen conditioner.

what’s in it?

AHA STRUCTURE COMPLEX
• Lactic Acid, Malic Acid - supports internal reconstruction
• Polyquaternium-10 - evens out the hair’s surface
• Tetrasodium EDTA - chelating agent

what our stylists say
“I use this as a first shampoo on all
clients as a deep cleanse.”
- Simon Miller

“Fantastic weekly cleanser to help
remove product residue, hard
water, minerals and pollutants.”
- Ali Holmes

“Perfect for my clients with
oily hair.”
- Robert Mrosek

START.

HEADREMEDY Deep Cleanse Shampoo

what’s so special about it?
• Controls dandruff while gently cleansing
• Reduces flaking associated with dandruff
• Provides soothing relief to itchy scalp

how do I use it?

For all hair types. Lather, rinse and repeat if necessary.
Follow with your chosen conditioner.

what’s in it?

AHA STRUCTURE COMPLEX
• Lactic Acid, Malic Acid - supports internal reconstruction
• Quaternium-80 - evens out the hair’s surface
• Zinc Pyrithione - anti-dandruff agent

what our stylists say
“This product is really soothing
for an irritated scalp.”
- Sam Burnett

“It can be matched with any KMS
conditioner, so using it doesn’t
compromise my style result.”
- Ali Holmes

“This is mild enough for my
clients to use daily.”
- Lori Panarello

START.

HEADREMEDY Anti-Dandruff Shampoo

START.

ADDVOLUME Shampoo
what’s so special about it?

• Strengthens to give fine, limp hair a lift
• Makes hair look & feel thicker
• Gives up to 70% more volume in combination with ADDVOLUME STYLE products

how do I use it?

For all hair types. Lather, rinse, and repeat if necessary.
Follow with conditioner.

what’s in it?

AHA STRUCTURE COMPLEX
• Lactic Acid, Malic Acid - supports internal reconstruction
• Polyquaternium-10 - evens out the hair’s surface
• VP/VA Copolymer - provides body

what our stylists say
“This makes the hair appear thicker
but still feels soft & touchable.”
- Sam Burnett

“It’s great because not only
does it provide volume its also
fantastic for color treated hair.”
- Simon Miller

“Great for root volume even
in smoother styles.”
- Ali Holmes

START.

ADDVOLUME Style Primer
what’s so special about it?

• Provides volume and structure, for next-level volume styles and easy style-ability
• Makes fine and limp hair look and feel thicker from root to tip
• Builds a lasting style foundation for up to 7 washes*

how do I use it?

Step 1: Apply KMS Core Reset Spray into towel-dried hair.
Step 2: Apply 10-25ml of the Style Primer into a bowl and apply evenly to the hair using a brush. Leave on 5
minutes then rinse. Prolong the salon result with the 75ml take-home Style Primer.

what’s in it?

AHA STRUCTURE COMPLEX
• Adhesion Matrix - makes it easier for styling polymers to stick to the hair
• VP/VA copolymer - provides body

what our stylists say
“Amazing on fine hair, as it
makes the hair look and feel
thicker from root to tip.”
- Sam Burnett

“It’s an innovative and fun way
to prep the hair for styling.”
- Lori Panarello

*With the use of KMS Core Reset Spray and Style Primer

“I love the fact that the Style
Primers are intermixable as it
allows me to target my clients
individual hair needs.” - Simon Miller

what’s so special about it?
• Gives up to 40% more volume
• Provides weightless conditioning & fullness
• Instantly de-tangles

how do I use it?

For all hair types. Apply to shampooed hair and leave in.
No need to rinse.

what’s in it?

AHA STRUCTURE COMPLEX
• Lactic Acid, Malic Acid - supports internal reconstruction
• Polyquaternium-11 - evens out the hair’s surface
• VP/VA Copolymer - provides body

what our stylists say
“It makes fine hair look and
feel fuller.”
- Lori Panarello

“It’s weightless while it
de-tangles, so it won’t weigh hair
down.” - Robert Mrosek

“I use this as a styling product
for body.”
- Sam Burnett

START.

ADDVOLUME Leave-In Conditioner

what’s so special about it?
• Speeds up drying time up to 50%
• Reduces friction when blowdrying
• Light conditioning

how do I use it?

Shake well and spray onto towel-dried hair.
Will speed up drying time for both blow drying and air drying.

what’s in it?

AHA STRUCTURE COMPLEX
• Lactic Acid, Malic Acid - supports internal reconstruction
• Polyquaternium-11 - evens out the hair’s surface
• Methylal - supports evaporation of water

what our stylists say
“I use this on top of my styling
products to reduce total time
spent on styling in the salon.”
- Lori Panarello

“Quicker blow dry’s mean I can
book more clients in my day.”
- Robert Mrosek

“I recommend this to all my
clients - even those who air
dry their hair.”
- Sam Burnett

START.

THERMASHAPE Quick Blow Dry

START.

Core Reset Spray
what’s so special about it?

• Instant repair from inside out
• Repairs damage and evens out the hair structure
• The first step in priming the hair for longer lasting styles

how do I use it?

Spray into towel-dried hair. Apply up to 10-25ml, depending on hair length of your chosen KMS
Style Primer on top. Process for 5 minutes, then rinse.

what’s in it?

AHA STRUCTURE COMPLEX
• Lactic and Malic Acid - highly-concentrated active ingredients, that penetrate deeply into the hair’s
cortex, filling gaps created by damage.

what our stylists say
“The Core Reset Spray
builds an intense base for
the Style Primers.”
- Simon Miller

“When combined with the
Style Primers you have the
perfect foundation for styling.”
- Lori Panarello

“Quick and Easy to apply,
a “stylist’s dream!”
- Sam Burnett

KMS STYLE PRIMER SERVICE
more style less effort.

You know the clients: frustrated because they can’t recreate the style they left the salon with. They spend so much time in the blow dry fighting their
natural hair structure. Give your clients a quick service that helps prepare for easy style-ability, with results that last up to 7 washes.* And, with the 75 ml
take-home Style Primer, they can keep their hair looking salon-fresh even longer.

• QUICK IN-SALON SERVICE
• BUILDS A LASTING STYLE FOR UP TO 7 WASHES*		
• 3 SIMPLE STEPS
• CUSTOMIZABLE: USE THE STYLE PRIMER ON THEIR OWN OR TOGETHER
• INTUITIVE & EASY TO USE
• 75 ML TAKE HOME STYLE PRIMER TO PROLONG SERVICE

* With the use of KMS Core Reset Spray and Style Primer

START 2.0

100% customization, 0% compromise

inside the hair
alpha hydroxy acids

outside the hair
cationic conditioning
agents

Pump spray for fast and easy
distribution
Instant penetration
Works internally within the hair cortex
Up to 20 x higher concentration of
Alpha Hydroxy Acids than other KMS start
products

Can be used alone or combined
depending on desired end style
Choice of style results
Customized bowl and brush
application
Works externally on the hair cuticle

IN SALON
3 STEPS TO EFFORTLESS STYLE:

01 Wash hair with any KMS SHAMPOO.

KMS CORE RESET SPRAY onto
02 Spray
towel-dried hair and comb through.

the KMS STYLE PRIMER onto the
03 Brush
hair, let sit for at least 5 minutes, and rinse.

AFTER THE SERVICE, YOUR CLIENT'S HAIR IS PERFECTLY PRIMED FOR STYLING WITH KMS STYLE AND FINISH PRODUCTS.

AT HOME
YOUR CLIENT’S STYLE EQUATION STARTS WITH A STYLE PRIMER – SO THEY CAN PROLONG THE SERVICE AT HOME.

STYLE products are individually formulated to ensure you can easily create
the style you want: Innovative Shaping Blends, unique to each product, allow
for maximum creativity.

STYLE. FINISH.

HAIRPLAY Makeover Spray
what’s so special about it?

• Dry Cleansing and style finisher
• Absorbs oils to refresh limp or day-old styles
• Great for quick style touch-ups and in-between shampoos

how do I use it?

Shake well. Spray 4-6” from roots and work through to absorb oil. Layer through mid-lengths and ends, then
spray all over to hold your finished style.

what’s in it?

INNOVATIVE SHAPING BLEND
• Rice powder - provides texture and oil absorption
• Special propellant system - micro fine distribution of rice powder

what our stylists say
“This is great for quick style touchups and in-between shampoos.”
- Simon Miller

HOLD 0 - SHINE 0

“I love this for scalp braiding as you
can’t really shampoo the hair.”
- Ali Holmes

“I use this to prep soft hair for up
styles as it helps my pins grip”
- Robert Mrosek

STYLE.

HAIRPLAY Sea Salt Spray
what’s so special about it?

• Creates just out of the ocean texture and enhances waves
• Salt from the Dead Sea helps to provide fullness
• Matte finish

how do I use it?

Spray into towel-dried hair and air dry or blow dry for light texture.
For additional fullness and grip, spray into dry hair and blast dry.

what’s in it?

INNOVATIVE SHAPING BLEND
• Genuine Dead Sea salt - helps to provide fullness
• PVP setting polymer - provides support and hold

what our stylists say
“Great to create width in curls: tip head
upside down and spritz underneath
curls. It really supports the shape.”
- Sam Burnett

HOLD 1 - SHINE 0

“I love to spray it into dry hair. It’s more
powerful and gives me more texture.”
- Robert Mrosek

“I often use it on my fine hair clients
to create bulk and grip.”
- Lori Panarello

STYLE.

HAIRPLAY Molding Paste
what’s so special about it?
• Provides texture with a modern, natural finish
• Creates a pliable hold with natural shine
• Helps control medium to coarse hair types

how do I use it?

Work through towel-dried hair for shaping and texture.
Use in dry hair for definition.

what’s in it?

INNOVATIVE SHAPING BLEND
• PVP - setting polymer - provides support and hold
• Carnauba wax - helps to provide hold and texture

what our stylists say
“I use it in damp hair for molding and
in dry hair for more texture with firm
hold. This gives my clients’ hair the
appearance of being thicker.”
- Ali Holmes
HOLD 4 - SHINE 1

“This is our salon’s highest seller:
the consistency, pliability, and
control are unlike that in any other
product.”
- Sam Burnett

“Every guy loves this product.
It’s perfect for creating a really
modern finish on short hair.”
- Simon Miller

STYLE.

HAIRPLAY Messing Creme
what’s so special about it?

• Gives instant day-after texture
• Provides workable grip and grittiness
• Makes fine hair appear denser, especially at the roots

how do I use it?

Work through towel-dried hair and blow dry for a workable grip and increased fullness.
Use in dry hair for day-after texture.

what’s in it?

INNOVATIVE SHAPING BLEND
• VP/VA - setting polymer - provides hold
• Silica -provides fullness and grit

what our stylists say
“It’s perfect for braiding; it gives
workable hold and keeps hair
in place.”
- Simon Miller

HOLD 3 - SHINE 1

“This is my ‘go to’ product for
men with thinning hair. The matte
consistency makes hair appear
thicker through the roots.”
- Lori Panarello

“I use it on curly hair for a workable
grip and increased fullness.”
- Robert Mrosek

STYLE.

HAIRPLAY Liquid Wax
what’s so special about it?
• Holds like a gel
• Styles like a wax
• Provides flexible support with shine

how do I use it?

Work through towel-dried hair. Blow dry in for malleable movement.
Re-apply to dry hair for a wax-like finish.

what’s in it?

INNOVATIVE SHAPING BLEND
• VP/VA setting polymer - provides hold
• Polyquateriuum 11 - provides additional flexibility

what our stylists say
“I like to use it in dry hair for
strong hold & separation.”
- Simon Miller

HOLD 3 - SHINE 3

“It’s great because I can easily
distribute it through the hair, and
get the hold of a gel, but when it
sets it gives the look and the
flexibility of a wax.”
- Ali Holmes

“My clients love that it’s so easy to
apply and distribute in their hair.”
- Lori Panarello

STYLE.

HAIRPLAY Styling Gel
what’s so special about it?
• Provides glossy shine
• Gives long-lasting hold and control
• No flaking or build-up

how do I use it?

Work through towel-dried hair & blow dry.
For a wet look, allow to air dry.

what’s in it?

INNOVATIVE SHAPING BLEND
• VP/VA Copolymer - setting polymer
• Sorbitol - supports hold

what our stylists say
“This is great for a super sleek look.
Apply to wet hair and run the spine of
the comb over the hair surface to get a
glass-like finish with no comb marks.”
- Ali Holmes
HOLD 4 - SHINE 4

“I love this for holding the
fluffy hairline hair in place
on a ponytail.”
- Lori Panarello

“I use this whenever I want a wet
look - just apply to wet hair and
air dry.”
- Robert Mrosek

STYLE.

THERMASHAPE Hot Flex Spray
what’s so special about it?
• Medium hold prep spray for heat styling
• Ideal for curl creation, especially in straight hair
• Creates defined hot iron curls

how do I use it?

Spray into towel-dried hair, blow dry and shape with hot tools.

what’s in it?

INNOVATIVE SHAPING BLEND
• Polysilicone-9 - thermopolymer for shaping with hot tools
• Polyquaternium-11 - provides additional flexibility

what our stylists say
“I apply this to towel-dried hair as a
blow dry product then flat iron once
dry for a straight look with natural
root volume.”
- Robert Mrosek
HOLD 3 - SHINE 3

“I like to apply to towel-dried hair,
blow dry and curl with a curling iron
for shaped and defined curls.”
- Simon Miller

“I love that I can blow dry and curl all
with one product.”
- Lori Panarello

STYLE.

THERMASHAPE Shaping Blow Dry
what’s so special about it?
• Gives light body, movement and texture
• Provides lasting shape
• Creates full, natural-looking blow drys

how do I use it?

Spray into towel-dried hair. Apply additional styling products or use alone. Blow dry and style.

what’s in it?

INNOVATIVE SHAPING BLEND
• Polysilicone-9 - thermopolymer for shaping with hot tools
• Polyquaternium-68 - provides flexible setting

what our stylists say
“Every salon needs it’s ‘go to’ blow
dry product that’s suitable for blow
drys that look and feel natural this is it!”
- Simon Miller

HOLD 2 - SHINE 2

“Use with your hands, diffuser or
let air-dry for a more lived-in look.”
- Sam Burnett

“It’s great to use with a brush
because it helps the brush glide
through the hair and therefore
creates less breakage.“
- Lori Panarello

what’s so special about it?
• Great for blow drying hair from curly to straight
• Provides up to 72 hour style retention
• Reduces heat damage and breakage

how do I use it?

Apply to towel-dried hair.
Comb through and blow dry with tension using a round boar bristle brush.

what’s in it?

INNOVATIVE SHAPING BLEND
• Polysilicone-9 - thermopolymer for shaping with hot tools
• VP/VA Copolymer - setting polymer to support the durability

what our stylists say

“I use this for all my curly to
straight blowdrys, then finish
with THERMASHAPE 2-in-1
Spray before I flat iron.”
- Simon Miller
HOLD 1 - SHINE 4

“I recommend this to my clients with
natural wave for blowdrying their hair at
home. It helps them pull the curl out and
makes blow-drying easier for them.”
- Ali Holmes

“The ideal product for all my sporty
clients. It helps prevent any curl
returning during workouts,
particularly in the nape area.”
- Sam Burnett

STYLE.

THERMASHAPE Straightening Creme

STYLE.

TAMEFRIZZ Smoothing Lotion
what’s so special about it?

• Provides instant combability and reduces frizz during blow drying
• Lightweight leave-in formula
• Eliminates flyaways & static

how do I use it?

Work through towel-dried hair and blow dry or air dry.

what’s in it?

INNOVATIVE SHAPING BLEND
• Polyquaternium-37 -Polymer for control and eliminates flyaways
• Hydroxypropyl Guar/Hydroxypropyltrimonium Chloride - smoothes and reduces frizz

what our stylists say
“Ideal for smoothing the surface and
controlling frizz during blow-drying.”
- Simon Miller

HOLD 1 - SHINE 3

“I use this instead of a conditioner to
de-tangle fine hair.”
- Lori Panarello

“I love this before a round brush blow
out to control frizz without weighing
down the style.”
- Robert Mrosek

STYLE.

ADDVOLUME Liquid Dust
what’s so special about it?

• Creates massive fullness without the mess of a powder
• Provides up to 100% more volume and stability at the roots
• You can re-shape your look with your hands throughout the day

how do I use it?

Best applied in towel-dried hair. Blow dry, using your hands or a brush to shape the style. Use instead of a powder
at the roots for exceptional volume, for easy spreadability and no dust.

what’s in it?

INNOVATIVE SHAPING BLEND
Volumizing re-bonding polymers - for a “velcro” effect
• PEG/PPG 2000/200 Copolymer
• Acrylic Acid/Stearyl/Acrylate Copolymer

what our stylists say

“I love this instead of hair dust because it
spreads easily through the hair so I can
get that texturized dust feel all the way
from root to tip.” - Sam Burnett
HOLD 4 - SHINE 1

“I recommend this to my short hair clients
who normally use bleach to texture their
hair. This provides extreme texture
without the stripping effect of a bleach.”
- Lori Panarello

“I love this for extreme texture
change in the hair – particularly
in mens’ hair.”
- Simon Miller

STYLE.

ADDVOLUME Texture Creme
what’s so special about it?

• Actively plumps each hair strand for all over body and fullness
• Hair looks and feels thicker
• Gives up to 80% more volume-that’s instant and touchable

how do I use it?

Pump once and emulsify in your hands then work through towel-dried then blow dry. Ideal for styles that drop and
will last up to 72 hours.

what’s in it?

INNOVATIVE SHAPING BLEND
• Calcium sulfate - coats each hair strand to make it feel thicker
• Acrylates/C10-30 Alkyl Acrylate Crosspolymer - supports hold

what our stylists say

“This is like backbrushing without the
brush. It gives gentle plumping and
makes the hair feel soft but thicker.”
- Lori Panarello

HOLD 2 - SHINE 1

“Perfect for volume at the crown for
that ponytail look that my clients
often request.”
- Sam Burnett

“I like that the hair is so touchable
afterwards and yet it is full and thick.”
- Ali Holmes

STYLE.

ADDVOLUME Styling Foam
what’s so special about it?
• Gives hair up to 70% more volume
• Thin ends appear thicker
• Provides long-lasting volume for up to 72 hours

how do I use it?

Shake, then work through towel-dried hair and blow dry.

what’s in it?

INNOVATIVE SHAPING BLEND
• Butylated PVP - increases flexibility and hold
• Polyquartanium 4 - equalizes the structure for better combability

what our stylists say

“I layer with ADDVOLUME Root and
Body Lift through the roots for
maximum volume and thickness.”
- Sam Burnett

HOLD 3 - SHINE 2

“I use this on dry hair multiple times
backstage to help build up the hair
for the runway.”
- Simon Miller

“This is my ‘go to’ product for
weekly blowdrys.”
- Lori Panarello

STYLE.

ADDVOLUME Root and Body Lift
what’s so special about it?
• Lifts roots and provides targeted volume
• Gives hair up to 70% more volume
• Gives lasting root volume - for up to 72 hours

how do I use it?

Shake, spray into towel-dried hair at the roots, and blow dry with brush or fingers.

what’s in it?

INNOVATIVE SHAPING BLEND
• VP/VA Copolymer - gives non-flexible root support
• Polyquartanium 4 - equalizes the structure for better combability

what our stylists say
“I love to layer with ADDVOLUME Styling
Foam through mid-lengths & ends for
maximum volume and thickness.”
- Robert Mrosek

HOLD 3 - SHINE 3

“I apply this directly to the root area
and blow dry with a large round brush
for maximum texture and lift.”
- Lori Panarello

“I love that you can combine this with
any other product even when you do
a smoothing blow dry.”
- Simon Miller

STYLE.

ADDVOLUME Volumizing Spray
what’s so special about it?
• Adds natural volume and width to your style
• Provides natural grip for intense fullness
• Volume lasts up to 72 hours

how do I use it?

Work through towel-dried hair and blow dry.
Layer more for added volume.

what’s in it?

INNOVATIVE SHAPING BLEND
• VP/VA Copolymer - provides volume support
• Soribtol - adds surface texture

what our stylists say
“I use this product to create “natural”
lift and movement.”
- Simon Miller

HOLD 2 - SHINE 2

“I often use this on baby fine hair
for support and volume with a
touchable feel.”
- Sam Burnett

“This gives me just the right amount
of texture and volume but still
looks natural.”
- Lori Panarello

STYLE.

CURLUP Perfecting Lotion
what’s so special about it?

• Enhances and defines natural curls without being crunchy
• Can be reactivated by scrunching to refresh curls
• Provides frizz control & humidity resistance for up to 72 hours

how do I use it?

Emulsify 1-2 pumps and work through towel-dried hair. Diffuse or air dry.
Scrunch curls to refresh throughout the day.

what’s in it?

INNOVATIVE SHAPING BLEND
Pressure-activated technology:
• PPG-10 Sorbitol - for refreshable bundling
• Polyquaternium-69 - for better curl retention

what our stylists say
“I love to use this product for
extra moisture.”
- Sam Burnett

HOLD 2 - SHINE 3

“This product is reactivated by
scrunching which is exactly what
my curly client’s do all day long
anyway - genius!”
- Ali Holmes

“I use this on top of all my CURLUP
products - it just seems to make
the effect more controlled.”
- Simon Miller

STYLE.

CURLUP Control Creme
what’s so special about it?
• Shapes and bundles curls
• Calms curls
• Reduces frizz for up to 72 hours

how do I use it?

Emulsify and work through towel-dried hair then diffuse or air dry. Re-apply when dry to further define the curls.

what’s in it?

INNOVATIVE SHAPING BLEND
• VP/VA Copolymer - setting polymer for hold and durability
• Polyquaternium-11 - provides flexibility

what our stylists say
“This is my curly clients’ go-to
for definition and frizz control in
humid weather.”
- Ali Holmes

HOLD 2 - SHINE 2

“I love to use this to give big
bundles of curl & wave to tight
or really curly hair.”
- Simon Miller

“I love to scrunch this through
my curls once they are dry to
add extra bundling.”
- Sam Burnett

STYLE.

CURLUP Wave Foam
what’s so special about it?

• Enhances wave formation
• Creates long lasting waves with definition
• Provides frizz control & humidity resistance for up to 72 hours

how do I use it?

Work through towel-dried hair. Diffuse or air dry.

what’s in it?

INNOVATIVE SHAPING BLEND
• VP/VA Copolymer - setting polymer for hold and durability
• Propyleneglycol - provides moisture and flexibility

what our stylists say

“I use this light foam to create soft
waves with natural movement.”
- Sam Burnett

HOLD 2 - SHINE 3

“I apply to damp hair from roots to
ends and blow dry with a diffuser
for increased curl formation.”
- Lori Panarello

“Try this to create beautiful
pincurl sets.”
- Robert Mrosek

STYLE. FINISH.

CURLUP Bounce Back Spray
what’s so special about it?

• Curl-activating spray for firm hold
• Gives intense curl retention
• Provides frizz control & humidity resistance for up to 72 hours

how do I use it?

Spray into towel-dried hair and scrunch. Diffuse or air dry.

what’s in it?

INNOVATIVE SHAPING BLEND
• VP/VA Copolymer - setting polymer for hold and durability
• Polyquaternium-11 - provides flexibility

what our stylists say
“Apply to towel-dried hair and blow
dry with a diffuser to intensify curls.”
- Sam Burnett

HOLD 3 - SHINE 4

“I use this product when I want
strong curls.”
- Lori Panarello

“This is my ‘go to’ product for
scrunching.”
- Robert Mrosek

FINISH products help to prolong or enhance the effect of STYLE products,
with up to 3 day hold, humidity protection or temporary color.

FINISH.

HAIRSTAY Working Hairspray
what’s so special about it?

• Let’s you play and change your mind: easy to brush, and re-work your shape
• A dry spray with a touchable, moveable finish
• The more you spray the more it holds so you can build your style

how do I use it?

Spray 10-12” (25-30cm) from dry hair.
Can work with your hands or add more for more hold.

what’s in it?

FLEXIBLE SEALING COMPOUNDS
• VP/Vinyl Caprolactam/DMAPA - provides flexible hold
• VP/VA copolymer - supports durability

what our stylists say
“This is great for session work
because it’s fast drying and
not sticky.”
- Ali Holmes
HOLD 3 - SHINE 3

“It’s weightless and easy to
adjust any styling changes.”
- Sam Burnett

“It provides heat protection up to
200°C and allows me to change my
mind and change up my looks.”
- Lori Panarello

what’s so special about it?

• Quick-drying with strong hold, no residue or flaking
• Not sticky
• Spray and be done

how do I use it?

Spray 10-12” (25-30cm) from your final style.

what’s in it?

FLEXIBLE SEALING COMPOUNDS
• Acrylates/t-Butylacrylamide Copolymer - provides firm hold
• VP/VA copolymer - supports durability

what our stylists say
“It has a touchable finish with
no flaking or residue, perfect
for styles to last.”
- Sam Burnett

HOLD 5 - SHINE 3

“I love how fast this spray dries.
I can spray and be done.”
- Robert Mrosek

“The hold with this product is
amazing - without looking or
feeling like a helmet.” 		
- Simon Miller

FINISH.

HAIRSTAY Firm Finishing Hairspray

FINISH.

HAIRSTAY Anti-Humidity Seal
what’s so special about it?

• Acts like an umbrella for the hair
• Shields hair from humidity and frizz for up to 72 hours
• Weightless shine spray

how do I use it?

Spray 10-12” (25-30 cm) from dry hair as a final umbrella for humidity over the style.

what’s in it?

FLEXIBLE SEALING COMPOUNDS
• Trisiloxane - provides shine
• Dimethicone - polymer that protects against humidity

what our stylists say

“This also works as a non greasy
shine spray.”
- Lori Panarello

HOLD 0 - SHINE 4

“I can spray on as the final step before
a photoshoot to give natural-looking
shine without too much reflection.”
- Simon Miller

“I love this on bobs for surface
shine and smoothing fly aways.”
- Sam Burnett

FINISH.

HAIRSTAY Molding Pomade
what’s so special about it?
• 100% grooming, 0% greasiness
• First re-moldable pomade by KMS
• For polished styles with strong hold

how do I use it?

Use in wet or dry hair and mold with your fingers or a comb to create sophisticated sleek looks or
touchable street styles.

what’s in it?

• Acrylates Copolymer – styling polymer – provides strong hold with a natural, non-sticky hair feel
• Glycerin – moisturizer – for a shiny finish

what our stylists say
“This is the first pomade I’ve
used that’s remoldable and
can be used for versatile
styles.”
- Lori Panarello

HOLD 4 - SHINE 5

“I love the hair feel – it’s
nothing like a classic pomade
because it’s not greasy or sticky.
It’s fun playing with it and to
create tousled, voluminous
styles.”
- Sam Burnett

“It gives great shine. I use
this for classic, slicked back
wet styles or on longer hair
for defining.”
- Simon Miller

what’s so special about it?

FINISH.

HAIRSTAY Hard Wax
• Pliability for textured looks that can be redefined
• Without the typical greasy hair feel of a classic wax
• Dry consistency for a natural finish

how do I use it?

Emulsify a small amount in your palms and work through towel-dried or dry hair.

what’s in it?

• Cellulose – natural ingredient – for a texturizing and mattifying effect
• Caprylic/Capric Triglyceride – for a smooth, natural finish

what our stylists say
“Great for natural-looking
texture and hold.”
- Lori Panarello

HOLD 3 - SHINE 2

“My clients use this product at “This wax provides long-lasting
home to re-define their looks hold without feeling as greasy as other
waxes I have used.”
throughout the day.”
- Simon Miller
- Sam Burnett

FINISH.

HAIRPLAY Dry Wax
what’s so special about it?
• Lightweight wax for definition
• Let’s you create a perfectly undone finish
• Gives flexible hold with dimensional texture

how do I use it?

Shake and spray into dry hair. Scrunch with hands to shape.

what’s in it?

FLEXIBLE SEALING COMPOUNDS
• VP/VA Copolymer - setting polymer
• Rice Powder - provides texture

what our stylists say
“I love to blow dry it into
towel-dried hair for added
texture and fullness.”
- Sam Burnett

HOLD 3 - SHINE 0

“It’s a spray wax so really
easy to break down and
work in the hair.”
- Simon Miller

“I love that I can get a more
even application because it’s
a spray.”
- Lori Panarello

FINISH.

HAIRPLAY Playable Texture
what’s so special about it?
• Builds natural texture with each application
• Let’s you re-work a style anytime you want
• Provides a lasting, pliable finish

how do I use it?

Shake. Spray into dry hair. Use hands to shape

what’s in it?

FLEXIBLE SEALING COMPOUNDS
Workable re-bonding polymers:
• PEG/PPG 75/25 carbonic acid copolymer
• Ethyl Esters of PVM/MA copolymer

what our stylists say
“It gives heat protection from the
blowdryer & hot tools so I can
prep, style and finish with it.”
- Simon Miller
HOLD 2 - SHINE 2

“It feels natural in the hair,
not sticky or heavy.”
- Ali Holmes

“I can spray into towel-dried
hair and blow dry for more
texture with a light airy look
that accentuates layers.”
- Lori Panarello

FINISH.

HAIRPLAY Hybrid Claywax
what’s so special about it?
• Dries like a clay, molds like a wax
• For re-shapeable styles up to 72 hours
• For a dry matte finish

how do I use it?

Use a small amount and work through dry hair. Use more to build additional grip.

what’s in it?

• Beeswax - natural wax - provides high grip and texture
• Diatomaceous Earth – dry touch agent

what our stylists say
“I love how this product takes
the best of a matte, dry
clay, and still lets my clients
re-shape and change their
looks.“
- Sam Burnett

HOLD 4.5 - SHINE 0

“I use this on my female
clients with longer hair,
especially at the roots.
It gives great texture and
fullness.”
- Simon Miller

”My clients love this product.
It gives this great hair feel
that’s not flaky.”
- Lori Panarello

what’s so special about it?

FINISH.

THERMASHAPE 2-in-1 Spray
• Spray for dry hair - styles last up to 72 hours
• Reduces breakage up to 50%
• Gives extra hold and shine and reduces flyaways when used as a finishing spray

how do I use it?

Spray section by section onto dry hair before using hot tools.
Spray on its own as a final step to hold the style.

what’s in it?

FLEXIBLE SEALING COMPOUNDS
• Polysilicone-9 - thermopolymer for shaping with hot tools
• Acrylates copolymer - supports durability

what our stylists say
“This is a miracle product! It dries
instantly and helps the iron to glide
easier down the hair.”
- Robert Mrosek
HOLD 3 - SHINE 3

“It reduces potential breakage from
hot tools by up to 50%, and I can
also reshape by adding more heat.”
- Lori Panarello

“It gives naturally bundled waves
& curls without too much volume
when I use hot tools.”
- Sam Burnett

FINISH.

TAMEFRIZZ De-Frizz Oil
what’s so special about it?

• Smoothes hair’s surface
• Lightweight, non-greasy formula that absorbs instantly
• Provides frizz and humidity control for up to 3 days

how do I use it?

Apply a few drops to dry hair to smooth and seal the cuticle.

what’s in it?

FLEXIBLE SEALING COMPOUNDS
• Dimethiconol - polymer that protects against humidity
• Cyclopentasiloxane - lightweight with frizz control

what our stylists say
“I use this on wet hair to hide layers
and on dry hair to showcase layers.”
- Lori Panarello

HOLD 0 - SHINE 4

“It improves the internal hair
structure which makes the hair
more manageable.”
- Simon Miller

“It has heat protection plus
controls fly-aways and
smoothes damaged ends.”
- Sam Burnett

FINISH.

STYLECOLOR
what’s so special about it?

• Allows you to experiment with color without commitment
• Works perfectly with hot tools
• Builds a flexible, ultra-thin film for a movable finish & even results on all base levels

how do I use it?

Shake the can for 6-10 clicks before spraying – this helps to ensure an even application.
Spray approx. 6”/15cm from the head onto dry hair.
For best results use short bursts of STYLECOLOR in a sweeping motion rather than a long direct spray.
Wait until dry, then brush through. Intensity can be increased with the amount of product used.

what’s in it?

• Polysilicone-9 - water repellent sealing compound
• Iron Oxides - color giving pigments

what our stylists say

“STYLECOLOR is never too stiff or
sticky, it just gives the right
amount of hold for the style.”
- Simon Miller

“I’m not a colorist but it’s great that
STYLECOLOR helps me to customize my
cuts with color. It’s color supporting the
hair cut and not the other way around.”
- Lori Panarello

“STYLECOLOR allows me to root tint,
balayage, accentuate layers and even
use for whole head coverage.
The possibilities are endless.”
- Ali Holmes

KMS STYLECOLOR

* Results may vary when used with oil-based products.

FINISH.,

STYLE.

• FLEXIBLE ON/OFF SPRAY-ON COLOR
• INTUITIVE & EASY TO USE
• BROAD VARIETY OF CONTEMPORARY &
MODERATE STYLE TONES
• ACCENTUATE & ENHANCE YOUR STYLE
• GUARANTEES EVEN RESULTS ON BOTH
DARKER & LIGHTER HAIR TONES
• WASHES OFF EASILY WITH SHAMPOO ONLY

START.

We created our latest campaign, using new KMS STYLECOLOR – the first temporary
spray-on color by KMS. The new on/off spray-on color gives you the chance to change
your hair color like you change your clothes. It’s easy to apply and easy to remove and
it won’t come off unexpectedly.

KASIA’S STYLE EQUATION
Her look is making a statement featuring
STYLECOLOR Stone Wash Denim, a little
bit of Smoky Lilac through the ends and
Frosted Brown to darken the roots.
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WHY IT’S UNIQUE
STYLECOLOR contains a unique polymer with a blend
of pigments that evenly adheres to the hair’s
surface. This builds a flexible ultra-thin film for a
movable finish that leaves the hair touchable and
easy to style, which enables you to achieve even
results on both lighter and darker hair tones.
STYLECOLOR contains a water repellant surface
which means that it can only be removed with
shampooing the hair. This also means that there is
no color bleed with rain or perspiration.
Performance ensures up to 72h hold and
humidity resistance.

Setting polymer

Water repellant surface
Color pigments

HAIR SURFACE

STYLE TONES

KASIA’S STYLE EQUATION
Her look is making a statement featuring
STYLECOLOR Stone Wash Denim, a little
bit of Smoky
Lilac through
the ends
The ﬁrst temporary spray-on color by KMS to accentuate and ﬁnish your
style with
color. Use
for and
contrasts,
Frosted Brown to darken the roots.

highlights, root tinting or to try out a shade lighter. STYLECOLOR comes in a variety of matte-metallic
contemporary and moderate style tones.
CONTEMPORAY TONES

MODERATE TONES

• ICED CONCRETE
• STONE WASH DENIM
• SMOKY LILAC
• VINTAGE BLUSH

• DUSKY BLONDE
• BRUSHED GOLD
• RUSTY COPPER
• RAW MOCHA
• FROSTED BROWN

ingredients

Acacia Seyal Gum Extract //

natural ingredient with elasticity improving properties

Acetamide MEA // humectant and
conditioning agent

Acetic Acid // neutralizing agent
Acetylated Lanolin Alcohol //
emulsion stabilizer and conditioning agent

Acrylamide/ Sodium
Acryloyldimethyltaurate
Copolymer // non softening thickening agent
Acrylates/t-Butylacrylamide
Copolymer // high shine setting polymer
Acrylates Copolymer // provides
consistency for stabilizing Zinc Pyrithione, setting
polymer

Acrylates/C10-30 Alkyl
Acrylate Crosspolymer // thickener
to form jelly consistency

Acrylates/Octylacrylamide
Copolymer // polymeric hair setting agent
Acrylates/Palmeth-25 Acrylate
Copolymer // rheology modifier
Acrylic Acid /Stearyl Acrylate
Copolymer // setting polymer
Acrylic Acid/VP Crosspolymer //
thickener

Beeswax/Cera Alba/Cire

D’Abeille // a naturally derived beeswax adds
hold and shine to hair
Behenamidopropyl
Dimethyalamine // cationic conditioning

ingredient

Behentrimonium Chloride //
cuticle conditioning agent surface acting

Behentrimonium Methosulfate
// cationic conditioning ingredient with softening
properties

Benzoic Acid // preservative
Benzophenone-3 // oil soluble UV filter
Benzophenone-4 // water soluble UV filter
Benzyl Alcohol // solvent
Benzyl Benzoate // fragrance ingredient
Benzyl Cinnamate // fragrance ingredient
Benzyl Salicylate // fragrance ingredient
BHT // anti-oxidant
Bis-Diglyceryl
Polyacyladipate2 // emollient adds texture and smoothness
Bis-Isobutyl PEG/PPG-20/35
Amodimethicone Copolymer //
cationic silicone for smoothness and softness

Bismuth Oxychloride/CI 77163 //

Alcohol Denat. // penetration enhancer /

color giving pigment

Aloe Barbadensis Leaf Extract
// moisturizer, to maintain and keep the moisture

formulations

solvent

balance

Alpha-Isomethyl Ionone //

fragrance ingredient

Aminomethyl Propanol // used as

neutralizing agent for setting polymers

Aminopropyl Phenyl
Trimethicone // shine and conditioning
agent

Blue 1 / C.I. 42090 // a dye used to color
Butane // propellant
Butyl Stearate // emollient
Butylated PVP // polymeric hair setting
agent

Butylene Glycol // solvent
Butylphenyl Methylpropional
// fragrance ingredient
C11-15 Pareth-9 // Surfactant, emulsifying

Ammonium Hydroxide // neutralizing

agents

Amodimethicone // cationic silicone for

microemulsion

agent

smoothness and softness

Anise Alcohol // fragrance ingredient

C 12-13 Pareth-23 // emulsifier for silicone
C 12-13 Pareth-3 // emulsifier for silicone
microemulsion

C-13-14 Isoparaffin // emollient
Calcium Sulfate // thickening agent
Caprlyic/capric triglyceride
// emollient, smoothing agent
Caprylyl Glycol // Solvent
Caprylyl Methicone // supports

ingredient that assists in strengthening curls

Carbomer // thickener to form clear gels
Cellulose// bulking agent, texturizing and

Copernicia Cerifera (Carnauba)
Wax/Copernicia Cerifera Cera/
Cire De Carnauba // naturally derived from

spreading of active ingredients

mattifying agent

Ceteareth-20 // emulsifier
Ceteareth-25 // emulsifier
Ceteareth-3 // emulsifier
Ceteartrimonium Chloride //
conditioning ingredient

Cetearyl Alcohol // fatty alcohol,

emollient and emulsion stabilizer

Ceteth-20 Phosphate // emulsifier
Cetrimonium Chloride //conditioning

and anti-static agent

Cetyl Acetate // emollient
Cetyl Alcohol // fatty alcohol, emollient,
emulsion stabilizer

Cetlyl Ethylhexanonate // lubrictant
for smoothening hair surface

Cetyl PEG/PPG-10/1 Dimethicone
// conditioning agent improves wet and dry combing
Chamomilla Recutita
(Matricaria) Flower Extract/
Chamomilla Recutita // natural
ingredient with soothing and calming properties

Citronellol // fragrance ingredient
Citrus Aurantium Dulcis
(Orange) Flower Extract // natural

Disodium Distyrylbiphenyl
Disulfonate // optical brightener brings out

Cocamidopropyl Betaine //

Disodium EDTA // chelating agent helps
remove build up of hard water, minerals, and chlorine

surfactant supports the flash foam

Coco-Glucoside // surfactant with a
synergistic effect of providing mildness

the leaves of the Capernicia tree found in Brazil. High
melting wax for hold and texture

Corn Starch Modified // film former
and hair fixative

Coumarin // fragrance ingredient
Croscarmellose // stabilizer
Cyclopentasiloxane // a light
conditioning ingredient

Decylene GlYcol // preservative booster
Diatomaceous Earth/solum
diatomeae/terre de diatomeae
// bulking agent, dry touch agent
Diazolidinyl Urea // preservative
Di-C12-15 Alkyl Dimonium
Chloride // lightweight cationic conditioning

agent

Dicaprylyl Carbonate // emollient
Dicetyl Phosphate // emulsifier
Diethylhexyl Carbonate //
improves spreadability of oils

Dimethicone // conditioning agent providing a
smooth, silky feel to the hair

blonde at its best, keeps blonde hair fresh and shiny
especially in sunlight

Disodium Lauryl Sulfosuccinate
// mild surfactant
Disodium PEG-5 Laurylcitrate
Sulfo-succinate // extra mild surfactant

used in sensitive shampoo

Divinyldimethicone/
Dimethicone Copolymer //

conditioning agent providing a smooth and silky feel to
the hair

DMDM Hydantoin // preservative
Equisetum Arvense (Horsetail)
Extract / Equisetum Arvense //
natural ingredient with scalp balancing properties

Ethyl Ester of Hydrolyzed Silk
// naturally derived silk for conditioning and shine and
silky feel

Ethyl Ester of PVM/MA
Copolymer // setting polymer
Ethylhexyl Hydroxystearate
// emollient
Ethylhexyl Methoxycinnamate
// UV filter
Ethylhexyl Palmitate // used as an

emollient with a light non-greasy feel

Ethylhexylglycerin // preservative
booster

Ethylparaben // preservative
Eucalyptus Globulus Leaf
Extract // natural ingredient astringent

Chitosan // cationic film former adding body

Dimethicone Crosspolymer //

maintaining the natural volume

Cinnamal // fragrance ingredient
Cinnamomum Zeylanicum Bark
Extract // natural ingredient with astringent

Dimethiconol // assists in conditioning hair

Eugenol // fragrance ingredient
Ext. Violet 2/C.I. 60730 //

and condition and repairs split ends

properties to maintain volume

Cinnamyl Alcohol // fragrance
ingredient

Citral // fragrance ingredient
Citric Acid // used to adjust pH

consistency regulator

and provides natural shine

Dimethyl Acrylamide/
Hydroxyethyl Acrylate/
Methoxethyl Acrylate
Copolymer // plasticizer
Dimethyl Ether // propellant
Dipropylene Glycol // solvent

a dye used to color formulations

Farnesol // fragrance ingredient
Fragrance / Parfum // unique scent

ingredients

Fructose // humectant
Geraniol // fragrance ingredient
Glucomannan// thickener
Glucose // sugar with humectant properties
Glycerin // maintains and corrects the

moisture balance in the hair

Glyceryl Oleate // rebalances the scalp,

solubilizer

Glyceryl Stearate // emulsifier that
gives product its slippery texture, provides
smoothness and condition to the hair
Glycine // conditioning agent
Glycine Soja (Soybean) Oil/
Glycine Soja // naturally derived lubricant
Glycol Distearate // pearlizing agent in

Hydroxycitronellal //
Hydrolyzed Wheat Protein //

Lanolin Oil // naturally derived emollient
Lanolin Wax/Lanolin Cera/
Cire De Lanoline // conditioning and a

formulas and adds hold and setting

Hydroxyethylcellulose //

Laureth-2 // foaming agent for mousses that

Mineral Oil/Paraffinum
Liquidum/Huile Minérale //

Laureth-23 // foaming agent in mousses
that improves product spreadability during
application

Myristic Acid // conditioning agent
Myristyl Alcohol //

scalp

fatty alcohol for conditioning

PEG-3 Distearate // pearly agent in

Niacinamide // humectant
Ocimum Basilicum (Basil) Leaf
Extract // natural ingredient with antioxidant

PEG-32 // binder, humectant and solvent
PEG-40 Castor Oil // emulsifying agent

fragrance ingredient

Protein for heat protection

naturally derived from cellulose, thickener adding
volume

Hydroxypropyl Guar
Hydroxypropyltrimonium
Chloride // cationic conditioner
Hydroxypropyl Starch
Phosphate // bulking agent
Hydroxypropyltrimonium
Hydrolyzed Corn Starch //

naturally derived from maize to support curl retention

Inositol // humectant
Iron OxideS / CI 77491 // color giving

pigment

viscosity-increasing agent

improves product spreadability during application

Laureth-4 // foaming agent for mousses that

improves product spreadability during application

Lauryl Pyrrolidone //
conditioning agent

Lauryl Glucoside // emulsifier
Lavandula Angustifolia
(Lavender) Flower Extract/
Lavandula Angustifolia // natural
Lecithin // provides deep care for intense
conditioning and shine

Glycolic Acid // adjusts pH
Glycyl Glycine // anti-frizz ingredient
Glyoxylic Acid // eliminates residues left

Iron OxideS / CI 77499 // color giving

Limonene // fragrance ingredient
Linalool // fragrance ingredient
Magnesium Sulfate //

Green 3/C.I. 42053 // a dye used to color
formulations

Green 5/C.I. 61570 // a dye used to color

formulations

Guar
Hydroxypropyltrimonium
Chloride // conditioning substance
HC Blue No.12 // cationic dye with

anti-yellow effect

Hexyl Cinnamal // fragrance ingredient
Humulus Lupulus (Hops)
Extract/Humulus Lupulus
Extract // natural ingredient with scalp

balancing properties

keep water and oil in suspension

Malic Acid // active ingredient to refill the

Isopropyl Palmitate // conditioning

Mentha Piperita (Peppermint)
Leaf Extract // natural ingredient which is

oil for softening hair and adding shine

Isoquercetin // naturally derived flavonoid

with antioxidative effect

Lactic Acid // active ingredient to refill the
hair providing shine, elasticity and moisture

Hydrofluorocarbon 152A //

Lanolin Acid // base ingredient for 18-MEA

Hydrogenated Polydecene //

Lanolin Alcohol //

propellant

hair conditioning agent, thickener

rich source of magnesium ions for hair strength, grip
and texturizing

Isododecane // solvent
Isoeugenol // fragrance ingredient
Isopentane // propellant
Isopropyl Alcohol // solvent
Isopropyl Myristate // conditioning

oil for softening hair and adding shine

reconstruction

fatty alcohol providing conditioning

Octylacrylamide/Acrylates/
Butylaminoethyl
Methacrylate Copolymer //
Oleth-20 // emollient
Oleyl Acetate // emollient
Orange 4/C.I. 15510 //

Iron OxideS / CI 77492 // color giving

behind from a chemical service

properties to prevent further damage and maintain
sheen

hair setting agent

pigment

Isobutane // propellant
Isoceteth-20 // an emulsifying agent to

surface smoothing oil shine enhancer

ingredient which is calming to the scalp

shampoos

pigment

Microcrystalline Wax/Cera
Microcristallina/Cire
Microcristalline // stabilizes wax

hair providing shine and elasticity

Melissa Officinalis (Balm)
Extract /Melissa Officinalis //

a dye used to color formulations

Orbignya Oleifera (Babassu)
Seed Oil // natural ingredient with smoothening
effect

Oryza Sativa (Rice) Starch //

natural ingredient to bind excessive oil and provide
grip

Ozokerite // emulsion stabilizer and

natural ingredient with scalp balancing properties

viscosity increasing agent

Mentha Aquatica Extract //

Palmitamidopropyltrimonium
Chloride // cationic conditioning agent
Palmitic Acid // fatty acid for cuticle

natural ingredient with refreshing and cooling
properties

an antioxidant, protects against the UV rays and has
anti-itching properties

Mentha Piperita (Peppermint)

Oil/Mentha Piperita // natural
ingredient which is an antioxidant, protects against
the UV rays and has anti-itching properties
Methylal // solvent
Methylparaben // preservative
Mica // color additive

conditioning and smoothness

Panthenol // moisturizer
Paraffin // thickener for wax products
PCA // humectant
PEG/PPG-14/4 Dimethicone //

conditioning agent improving wet and dry combing

PEG/PPG-18/18 Dimethicone //
conditioning agent with emulsifying properties

PEG/PPG-75/25 Carbonic Acid
Copolymer // restylable polymer
PEG/PPG 2000/200 Copolymer //
restyleable polymer

PEG-100 Stearate // surfactant
PEG-18 Glyceryl Oleate/
Cocoate // refattening agent to rebalance the
shampoo

which conditions hair

PEG-7 glyceryl cocoate//
emulsifier, emollient

PEG-8 beeswax // emulsifier
PEG-40 Hydrogenated Castor
Oil // solubilizer
PEG-45M // emulsion stabilizer
PEG-60 Almond Glycerides //
emulsifier and conditioner derived from almond oil

PEG-60 Hydrogenated Castor
Oil // solubilizer
PEG-8 // humectant
PEG-90 Glyceryl Isostearate //
texturizing ingredient

Pentane // propellant
Persea Gratissima (Avocado)
Oil // natural avocado oil for moisture balance

ingredients

Petrolatum // hair conditioning agent and

shine enhance

Phenoxyethanol // preservative
booster

Phenyl Trimethicone // shine
ingredient and conditioning agent

Phenylpropanol // preservative booster
Piper Nigrum (Black Pepper)
Seed Extract // natural ingredient that

assists in protecting against environmental
influences

Polyglycerin-3 // humectant and

conditioning agent

Potassium cetyl phosphate//
emulsifier

Sea Salt / Maris Sal / Sel Marin
// naturally derived ingredient for volume

Stearamidopropyl
Dimethylamine // quaternary agent for

Potassium Sorbate // preservative
PPG-12 Dimethicone //

Sesamum Indicum (Sesame) Seed
Oil / Sesamum Indicum // natural

agent

conditioning ingredient

PPG-2 Hydroxyethyl Cocamide
// emulsifier
PPG-3 Myristyl Ether //
conditioning ingredient

PPG-10 Sorbitol // setting agent
PPG-9 // viscosity controlling agent
Propane // propellant
Propylene Glycol// humactant

and texture

ingredient emollient

Silica // powder for non-greasy touch
Silicone Quaternium-18 //
silicone for improved color retention

Silicone Quaternium-22 //
conditioning ingredient

Sodium Acetate // stabilizing salt
Sodium Benzoate // preservative
Sodium Chloride //

penetration enhancer, enables active ingredients to
penetrate into the hair

viscosity controlling agent

Polyquaternium-10 // wide range of

Propylparaben // preservative
Punica Granatum Extract //

surfactant with a synergistic effect of providing
mildness

Polyquaternium-11 // cationic polymer
for conditioning in wet and natural hold in dry hair

PVM/MA Decadiene
Crosspolymer //

Polyglyceryl-3 Distearate //
conditioning and smoothing agent

cationic polymers providing light to medium weight
conditioning

Polyquaternium-37 // creates
formulation base provides natural volume

Polyquaternium-4 // provides wet

combability, volume and hold

Polyquaternium-53 // cationic polymer
for conditioning in wet

Polyquaternium-6 // cationic polymer

a natural ingredient with astringent properties

film former and thickener

PVP // setting polymer
Pyruvic Acid // ingredient stabilizer
Quaternium-80 // light conditioner
Red 33/C.I. 17200 // a dye used to color
formulations

Red 4/C.I. 14700 // a dye used to color

for conditioning in wet

formulations

Polyquaternium-68 // polymer that

Red 40/C.I. 16035 // a dye used to color

provides durable styles

formulations

Polyquaternium-69 // humidity

Rheum Palmatum (Rhubarb)
Root Extract // natural ingredient which

resistant polymer

Polyquaternium-7 // cationic polymer

for conditioning and smoothness

Polysilicone-9 // thermo polymer for heat
styles

Polysorbate 20 // a solubilizer, nonionic

wetting agent

Polysorbate 60 // stabilizer in the spheres
Polysorbate 80 // emulsifier

assists in keeping blonde hair bright

Rhodiola Rosea Root Extract
// natural ingredient that protects against thermal
stress

Rosmarinus Officinalis
(Rosemary) Extract/
Rosmarinus Officinalis // natural

ingredient with soothing and calming properties

Salvia Officinalis (Sage)
Extract / Salvia Officinalis //
natural ingredient with scalp balancing properties

Sodium Cocoamphoacetate //
Sodium Cocoyl Glutamate //

mild surfactant providing creamy foam

Sodium Hydroxide //
pH regulating agent

Sodium Lactate // humectant
Sodium Laneth-40 Maleate/
Styrene Sulfonate Copolymer
// naturally derived heat protection ingredient
Sodium Laureth Sulfate //

anionic surfactant offering good cleansing, creates a
high amount of foam

Sodium Lauroyl Sarcosinate //
mild surfactant providing foam

Sodium
Naphthalenesulfonate //
stabilizer

Sodium PCA // humectant
Sodium Polyacryloyldimethyl
Taurate // thickening agent
Sodium Stearate // emulsifier
Sorbic Acid // preservative
Sorbitan Oleate // emulsifying agent
Sorbitol // volume giving moisturizer

care

Steareth-21 // surfactant and emulsifying
Stearic Acid // fatty acid for cuticle
conditioning and smoothness

Stearoxypropyl Dimethylamine // hair conditioning ingredient
Steartrimonium Chloride //

Triticum Vulgare (Wheat)
Flour Lipids/Triticum Vulgare
// natural wheat lipid for moisture
Ultramarines/CI 77007 // color
giving pigment

Urea // moisturizer
Urtica Dioica (Nettle)
Extract/Urtica Dioica // natural
ingredient with scalp balancing properties

cationic hair conditioning ingredient

VA/Crotonates/Vinyl
Neodecanoate Copolymer //

Stearyl Acetate // emollient
Stearyl Alcohol // hair conditioning

Vanilla Planifolia Fruit
Extract / Vanilla Planifolia //

ingredient

Styrene/VP Copolymer // opacifier
Syringa Vulgaris (Lilac)
Extract/Syringa Vulgaris
Extract // natural ingredient with calming

properties

Tartaric Acid // adjusts pH
Tetrasodium EDTA //

a chelating agent helps remove product build up, hard
water, minerals and chlorine

Tetrasodium Glutamate

Diacetate // chelating agent helps remove
build up from hard water and minerals
Titanium Dioxide / CI 77891 //
color additive

Tocopheryl Acetate // antioxidant to
protect hair color

Trideceth-3 // emulsifier for silicone
emulsion

Trideceth-10 // conditioning agent
Trideceth-12 // part of a cationic silicone

emulsion for smoothness and softness

Trideceth-6 // conditioning ingredient
Trideceth-9 // conditioning agent
Trideceth-15 // emulsifier for silicone
emulsion

Triethyl Citrate // plasticizer
Trilaureth-4 Phosphate //
emulsifier Trisiloxane // conditioning agent
providing a soft, silky feel and shine

setting polymer

natural ingredient with conditioning properties

Vinyl Caprolactam/VP/
Dimethylaminoethyl
Methacrylate Copolymer //

polymeric hair setting agent

Vitis Vinifera (Grape) Seed Oil/
Vitis Vinifera Seed Oil // natural
ingredient which is a free radical scavenger

VP/VA Copolymer // water soluble
polymer for hairstyling products to give body,
manageability and hold

Yellow 5/C.I. 19140 //
a dye used to color formulations

Zinc Pyrithione // anti-dandruff
ingredient

Zingiber Officinale (Ginger)
Root Extract / Zingiber
Officinale Root Extract //
natural ingredient with antioxidant properties to
protect hair color

kmshair.com
KMS is part of Kao Salon Division.
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